2004 PUBLICATIONS

Books

Articles in Accredited Journals


**Articles in (Non-Accredited) Intellectual Journals**

Saranel Benjamin: “‘We are not Indians! We are the Poors!’: An Investigation into Race, Class and Gender in Social Movements’. *Development Update*, 5, 2.


Ashwin Desai *Social Movements and the State*, Development Update 5, 2


Sanya Osha: ‘Spectralising Bergson and the Dilemmas of Decolonisation,’ *Africa Development*.


**Academic Book Chapters**


Adam Habib: ‘Conversation with a Nation: Race and Redress in Post-Apartheid South Africa’. In


**Published Conference Proceedings**


2005 PUBLICATIONS

Books

Alan Fowler, Susan Wilkinson-Maposa, Ceri Oliver-Evans and Chao Mulenga - *The Poor Philanthropist: How and Why the Poor Help each Other*, Cape Town, University of Cape Town Graduate School of Business.
Sanya Osha - *Kwasi Wiredu and Beyond: The Text, Writing and Thought in Africa*, Dakar, Codesria.

Edited journal

Zoë Wilson and Susan Thomson - *Rwanda and the Great Lakes Region: 10 Years on from the Genocide, Special Issue of International Insights*, Dalhousie.

Edited books

Patrick Bond and Rehana Dada - *Trouble in the Air: Global Warming and the Privatised Atmosphere*, Durban, UKZN Centre for Civil Society and Amsterdam, Transnational Institute.
Patrick Bond - *Fanon’s Warning: A Civil Society Reader on the New Partnership for Africa’s Development* (second edition), Trenton, Africa World Press, Durban, UKZN CCS and Cape Town, AIDC.

Accredited journal articles

Sanya Osha - ‘The Frontier of Interculturality’, *African Development*, Nos. 1&2, 30

**Other journal articles**

Richard Ballard - ‘Overcoming the Apartheid City in Ethekwini’, *SA Reconciliation Barometer*, 3, 1.
Patrick Bond - ‘South Africa’s Capitulation to Neoliberalism’, *Das Argument*, 47, 4.
Alan Fowler and Susan Wilkinson-Maposa - ‘When do Poor People Help each other than Why’, *Alliance*, 10, 3.

**Book chapters**

Amanda Alexander and Mandisa Mbali – ‘Beyond “Bitches and Prostitutes”: Folding the

**Occasional papers and research reports**


Raj Patel – ‘International Agrarian Restructuring and the Practical Ethics of Peasant Movement Solidarity,’ Centre for Civil Society Research Reports, 35.

2006 PUBLICATIONS

Books


Edited books


Edited journal special issue


Accredited journal articles


Patrick Bond - ‘Civil Society on Global Governance: Facing up to Divergent Analysis, Strategy and Tactics’, *Voluntas*, December.


Patrick Bond - ‘OMD et Gouvernance Mondiale: Quelles Luttes Contre la Pauvreté?’, *Alternatives Sud*, 13, 1.


Raj Patel – ‘International Agrarian Restructuring and the Practical Ethics of Peasant Movement..."
**Other journal articles**


Sanya Osha - ‘Nigeriessu Rakstnieks un Trimda’, *Kargos*, August.


Sanya Osha - ‘SA’s Foreign Policy under Scrutiny’, *Holler Africa*, July.


**Book chapters**


Occasional papers and research reports


Baruti Amisi (with Myriam Velia and Imraan Valodia) - ‘Trade in Used Clothing: The Case of Durban, South Africa’, School of Development Studies Research Report, Durban.


